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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
BaAlDiErriA-DiAbBaArZa has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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azanar
azanar, is a word of the oldest, of the OrRiGenEz, both of the site's worth elaborating on it, repeating Az-Ar, as of the "
34 families;NA or the great place, ( ) repeat-An...Therefore, if this word does not contain contraction, its three syllables
tell us of...The great penalty-DioZa; where is copied to polytheism, and also the ZaAnT@RaAl...AZ-An-Za, LiZaAr,
ArAnZa, AnDia etc.; Thus DiAbBaArZa, ( now 41 abárzuza; was positive-Ba, global computing - Di, nest-Ab, Pena-ar,
Star-Za...Translated the star - says...Where it all started, and where it is said were all the people...

lizarbe
lizarbe is incorrectly written and should be written as "forgive the typos in the above LiZaArbe" being its
meaning:<br>Leaving aside these rinses LiZaArbe - LiZaArZa that abound on the site of the penalty and in this case star
- he gave (Za ) the same can be seen in LeIza-LeIzaArAn-LeZaUn, where also these three with the small variant-Le-Li,
tell us of the same place, Numen, of matrix, the AmaOna... another variant could be BaAlDi (ZaArBe ) positive-BA,
power-, of the global computation - Di, Pena-ar, Star-Za, and below, in this caso-Be...This shows us why over was
BaAlDiErria as demographic computation, BaAlDiEga as your eave...BaAlDiAlIn, abounding - al - a, in the power of their
feet-In-Oin...Thus we can also decipher the significance of BaAnEnZia, which takes us back to its roots-Zi-A...Those
heads ZaAn (41 Zi; Ok, (Zi )MenEz; the Na - " " ( familiesZi ) as a result, On-good...So simple and clear...

lizarbe
If called you the DioZa inter alia, Penalisa-LiZaAr, 40, the sitio-Li, of the Pena-ar, of the star-Za ) and, if this House was,
and is, at the point of the OrRiGenEz where some historians said they were all the people; saying and autodefiniendo
are its owners, ( unconscious of his greatness ) LiZaArBe; where this Silaba-be, as well as the BaAlDiZaArBe as a
continuation of BaAlDiErriA, told us below with respect to the AmaOna, in the FeKuUnDa-mother-nature. Therefore by
concatenating all the toponymy that surrounds the matrix, and concluding in its language of the syllabic Gazetteer; Yes,
LiZaArRa with its IbArRa which is over, as his step to the Pena-estrella - DioZa is Nora?, where and; If at the same time,
the surname as of LiZaArRa-LiZaArRi, ( my partner ) Nori is? to whom?; conclude with the definition of why LiZaArBe is
more than sung...A greeting and do appropriate criticism, not to accept the above...Another thing is the quality of auto
and in consequence of the author...


